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Disclaimer and Thanks:  
 
   As the Syrian Revolution reaches its twenty eighth month; and completing its third year, 
martyrs of civilians, defected soldiers, and enrollees in the FSA, are still falling on a daily basis 

raised upon the notable escalation by the regime using of the strongest and deadliest types of 
weapons including the internationally banned weapons, primarily the chemical and toxic ones, in 
addition to the systematic bombing of the specified cities and areas in order to change their 

demographic features, using the help of foreign forces that were proven to be involved in the 
fight in direct support of the forces of the regime. 

 
     VDC which worked since the beginning of the revolution on monitoring and documenting all 
violations and crimes by the regime, made its report about Dignity Revolution martyrs of June 

2013 covering from 1st till 30th June 2013 pointing to the following: 
 

1- This Report does not include the fatalities of the regime forces. 
2- Those numbers are not to be considered final and they are always subjected to periodical 

accurate audit by the activists of VDC firstly and the field documentation monitoring 

groups secondly.  
3- The difference found between one report and another even for the same area is resulted 

from the continuous regional audit that is finds the shortage and errors of information in 
addition to documenting unknown martyrs that we get their identities later. 

 

VDC thanks all field activists who are working hard to document the martyrs and completing 
their data, and also thanks those helping the VDC in addition to families of the victims who 

responded wonderfully to Wathiq (Document It) Campaign which started in several Syrian 
governorates and areas where those families gave us data and correcting other.      
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Revolution Martyrs 
     VDC documented since Mars 2011 till the end of June 2013,( 65190 ) martyrs,  ( 2626 ) of 

them in June 2013 divided as ( 2385 ) martyrs were documented by their full names, ( 241) as 

unknown but documented with videos and photos and ( 138 ) as unknown with only the 

information that they were killed.  

     Martyrs are killed in a daily basis with an average of ( 88 ) per compared with ( 110  ) daily 
martyrs in May and the highest number was on 9th June with ( 136 ) martyrs. 
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 Shooting and regime snipers victims : 50.6% 
 Artillery bombing victims: 29% 

 Under torture victims: 7.7% 
 15 martyrs as a result of the use of chemical weapons and toxic gases by the forces of the 

regime. 

 

  

 

 Civilian martyrs  ( 1539 ) 

 Non civilian martyrs:  ( 1087 ) including  ( 10 ) children. 
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Male martyrs: 2317, 88% 

Female martyrs: 309, 12% 

 

Martyrs according to governorates: 
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